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In particular, the use of creative tactics, like QR codes®, reinforce how mail innovation was key in 2020 as direct mail became the most tangible and tactile connection many voters had with the ...

Making the Most Out of Campaign Mail Design
I believe the infrastructure of our country, states, and counties is critically important to our future. If we can get focused on infrastructure and global warming, the future for our kids and ...

Let's Get The Politics Out Of Infrastructure
Originally published in 1999, this study was the first to examine a unique urban phenomenon that is closely associated with French monarchy in the age of absolutism. A distinct type of city square, ...

The Place Royale and Urban Design in the Ancien Régime
This is a highly original account of the design and development of Pakistan's capital city; one of the most iconic and ambitious urban reconstruction projects of the twentieth century. Balancing ...

Islamabad and the Politics of International Development in Pakistan
Anna Cristina Niceta Lloyd auditioned for the job of White House social secretary and may not have known it. The veteran event planner's creativity and handicraft were prominently on display at ...

Meet the woman behind the White House Easter Egg Roll
Patrick Wyman’s book is a compelling historical narrative of Europe from 1490 to 1530, shot through with colorful stories about people and politics.

Europe on the Verge of a Revolutionary Breakthrough
Like many Gen Z Armenians, my days as an activist for my people had a humble beginning: comfortably positioned in a stroller, gently being pushed by my mother through a crowd the morning of April ...

The Digital Age of Armenian Activism
The city of Clifton has painted over a portion of a mural meant to commemorate unity after some complaints that it was too political in nature.

Clifton paints over portion of unity mural featuring Black fist for being too political
The framers of the Constitution inserted the Advice and Consent Clause to insure joint decision making between the president and the Senate in the exercise ...

Adler: What were they thinking? Abuse and circumvention of the Advice and Consent Clause
Three leaders of progressive political organizations talk about what matters to women voters in 2022 and how the Democratic Party can reach them.

‘We Have a Reprieve, But We Are in the Eye of the Storm’
IN A SOCIETY saturated with politics, primary schools teach third-graders to check their racial privilege or lack thereof, and local television weather reports veer into climate science. Many people, ...

George F. Will: Too many people are plunging themselves into the world of political performance
In a society saturated with politics, primary schools teach third-graders to check their racial privilege or lack thereof, and local television weather reports veer into climate science.

The 'prestige' of becoming political performers
For House Beautiful’s 125th anniversary this year, we're digging into some of our favorite spaces from our archive—including, so far, decorator Sister Parish’s New York Apar ...

The President's Guest House Used to Have the Most Insane 80s Window Treatments
The Games are pushing ahead despite concerns about surging coronavirus cases in Japan, where only about 20% of residents have been vaccinated.

Tokyo Olympics teeters on the edge of being both a psychological and political drama
It's only a matter of political will to do it right. This is the process the Nigerians used to design and relocate the capital of Nigeria from Lagos to Abuja in the 80s. This is how the United ...

Liberia: When Development Planning, Engineering and Political Will Intersect - the Case Study of the Relocation of the Red-Light Market to Omega
Indiana Republican Representative Victoria Spartz voted against the commission being formed but told All Indiana Politics that it would likely be unproductive for Republicans not to take part. But, ...

Spartz Urges Lawmakers To Leave Politics Out Of Jan 6. Commission
SINGAPORE - On this day last year, Singaporeans headed to the polls in General Election 2020. When the votes were tallied, the People's Action Party (PAP) was returned to power, winning 83 out of ...

GE2020, one year on: 8 highlights of S'pore's political landscape
In a society saturated with politics, primary schools teach third-graders to check their racial privilege or lack thereof, and local television weather reports veer into climate science. Many ...

Too many people are plunging themselves into the world of political performance
Many people, finding insufficient satisfaction in just doing their jobs, grasp for the prestige and excitement of becoming political performers. The office website of Surgeon General Vivek H. Murthy ...
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